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Booster Gold #15. Writer: Dan Jurgens Artist: Dan Jurgens Publisher: DC Comics Release Date: December 10, 2008 Cover Price: $2.99 Critic Reviews: 3. 7.0Critic Rating: N/AUser Rating. "Reality Lost" part 1! With the timestream inexplicably altered and Rip Hunter missing, Booster Gold travels into the past to fix the anomaly before they're wiped out of time forever. Luckily, Booster gets a hand from none other than the Elongated Man! Booster Gold #15 earns 4 out of 5 Stars. Read Full Review. 7.0. Comic Book Resources - Doug Zawisza Dec 14, 2008. Â Comic Book Bin - Kopy Koppy McFad Dec 26, 2008. Maybe we can get a few BOOSTER GOLD stories that don't involve changing DC history but which are just decent adventure stories. Read Full Review. Be the first to rate this issue! Booster Gold creator Dan Jurgens takes over as writer to kick off the 4-part "Reality Lost" storyline! With the timestream inexplicably altered and Rip Hunter missing, Booster Gold travels into the past to fix the anomaly before they're wiped out of time forever! Luckily, Booster gets a hand from none other than the Elongated Man! ADVERTISEMENT. Talent. Colorist Norm Rapmund, Dan Jurgens, Hi-Fi. Cover Color by: Hi-Fi. Finisher Norm Rapmund. £15.00 postage. or Best Offer. Eaglemod DC chess collection issue 61 booster gold - new sealed. £30.00. £15.00 postage. or Best Offer. DC Comics chess figure collection issue 61 booster gold eaglemod figure +MAG. £13.99. £9.00 postage. Eaglemod DC Figurine Collection Booster Gold with Magazine # 20. £14.99. £40.00 postage. A DC Comics booster Gold issue 31 Eaglemod 4' Collectable Figurine. £9.99. £12.99 postage. Eaglemod DC Super Hero Collection Issue 20 Booster Gold 2008 Low Serial Number. £7.95. or Best Offer. Roughly twenty years ago, Dan Jurgens introduced Booster Gold to the world. As the writer and artist of the series, Jurgens established Booster's corner of the DC Universe, borrowing heavily from the lush depth the DCU provides. Things being what they are, Jurgens found himself drawing the second (and current) volume of "Booster Gold" to fit the story from Geoff Johns and Jeff Katz. As Geoff and Jeff chose to move on, Jurgens took the opportunity to captain Booster's stories as both writer and artist. This issue is Jurgens first issue in both roles. This issue is a variant of Booster Gold (DC, 1986 series) #15 [Direct]. On-sale date from DC Releases #35. [no title indexed] (Table of Contents). Booster Gold / cover / 1 page (report information).Â in Showcase Presents: Booster Gold (DC, 2008 series) #1 ([February] 2008).Â 1. Runback Booster Gold. 2. [no title indexed] The Gold Exchange.